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Why IITTI?
Every job-applicant says how great he is in communication and how much of a team player
he is on his resume. So historically HRs (human resources) have a hard time in
distinguishing who really have good soft skills just by looking at resumes.
IITTI changed everything.
IITTI is a standardized soft skills measurement system, or more precisely, a soft skills testing
and certification system, so that HRs can rapidly see which job-applicants have the most soft
skills awareness. This measurement system uses a single number called 'World Civility
Index', so it is super easy.
For a job-seeker, he can earn World Civility Index points in two ways: (1) sit for an IITTI online
written exam, (2) subscribe to IITTI Reading Program and other activities such as seminars,
workshops.

Jobs Not Filled, People Without Jobs
The current sad situation in many companies is that there are jobs not being filled, while there
are people without jobs!
HR managers frequently tell IITTI that there are many job-applicants, although perfectly
competent in their own professional skills (the hard skills), lack the basic soft skills to function
well in a team environment, or the professional manners to represent the company to face
customers.
Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM), wth 300,000+ HR and business
executive members in 165 countries, and impacting the lives of more than 115 million workers
and families globally in a report says university students are not learning enough soft skills.
https://www.shrm.org/resourcesandtools/hr-topics/employee-relations/pages/employers-saystudents-arent-learning-soft-skills-in-college.aspx
Many students are overestimating their personal soft skills and quite clueless about what
employers want.
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Biggest Difference between IITTI and predecessors
The biggest breakthrough of this Index is that it is not just a measurement of accuracy, like
math (in our case, business etiquette, professional dress code, for example), but also a
measurement of awareness; that is, how much exposure to experiences such as empathy,
patience, resilience.
IITTI recognized early on that hard skills such as math and science are an education of the
brain, while soft skills such as empathy and resilience are an education of the heart! That's
why we measure awareness, not just accuracy.

World Civility Index is a multicultural standard
The World Civility Index is not a monolithic but multicultural standard, with considerations
for different countries'/regions' special characters and customs. All vetting of the standard
is based on the collaborations between an international committee working closely with
local domestic expert teams.
From 2019, IITTI World Civility Index is a part of the United Nations Sustainable
Development Initiative.
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Introduction to the IITTI Ecosystem
IITTI is the "standards people" in soft skills. It writes the many standards documents and offer
it to companies, universities, trainers as an open-standard (free to scrutinize and modify),
open-source (free-of-charge) product. The revenue-generating part is via its various tests,
where successful exam candidates would earn 'World Civility Index' points.
An example would be the IITTI Business 'Level 1' exam which covers professional image,
business communication and dining etiquette.
A typical multiple-choice question under professional image would be "What color and style of
attire would be the most suitable for a woman if she wants to be seen as professional yet
approachable?"
A typical multiple-choice question under business communication would be "What is the most
appropriate way to give out business cards in a networking situation?"
The World Civility Index is not a snap-shot personality assessment tool. It is a long-term,
point-accumulating measurement tool where people can continuously upgrade themselves
and show it. It measures a person over a long period of time. A person needs to have the
self-discipline, the motivation and the patience. Something that is difficult to fake over the
long haul.
ISSTA is for regulating soft skills trainers. It writes a standard train-the-trainer "tutorial"
document (this document) that is used by all "IITTI Trainers" worldwide. It generates revenue
by collecting an annual license fee from trainers. ISSTA aspires to be similar to other selfgoverning professional bodies for engineers, doctors, accountants.
Orange Consortium is the commercial, for-profit training company. Its job is to coordinate the
many independently owned training companies around the world to build on a single digital
training platform called "IITTI Reading Program". It generates revenue by collecting US$1.00
per lesson per user per day. It revenue-shares with stakeholders including trainers,
promoters, IITTI, ISSTA and the UN. (Try it at: IITTI.org/DrJoyce)
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Positive Impact on a Global Scale
As societies focus more and more on high-tech such as AI, block chain, and automated cars,
recent studies have shown that our people skills are rapidly deteriorating. The family dinner
tables are no longer where kids learn social manners and values from wise parents. A global
issue now is that people don't know how to show empathy, leading to higher rates of conflict
at work and at home, harassment, depression, loss of business.
A recent study by McDonald's indicates just in the U.K. alone, the value of soft skills was
worth £88 billion in 2015. But both HRs and job-applicants feel meaningless to include soft
skills on their CVs as everyone says they have good communication skills and are a great
team player, so it doesn't mean much on a CV without proof.
https://www.forbes.com/sites/dinamedland/2015/03/30/quantifying-the-value-of-soft-skills/?
sh=463b3a6d5a48
Before IITTI, job-seekers can only tell, now they can show!
This changes everything.
With the advent of the IITTI World Civility Index, employers can now in job ads readily ask
job-applicants to show their Index points. It not only allows companies to raise corporate
culture, but it also sends a strong signal to society that now there is a way to identify job
candidates that are more empathetic, more self-aware, more socially competent.
What employers want, the work force will pay attention. And by extension, the general
population will pay attention. It changes culture for the better.
Every company of every country can use the World Civility Index easily. Every person can
raise their soft skills and prove it.
On the grander scale, if humanity is to survive the 21 st century and beyond, it is our ability to
improve our relationships with one another, to see in the other person's shoe, to communicate
with more empathy. As a wise person once said,
All wars start between our ears!
That is to say, all conflicts start with what is in people's head, when we miscommunicate,
mistrust, misunderstand.
IITTI is changing this.
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Modern Strategies for Corporate L&D (Learning and Development)
1)

Blended Learning

Face-to-face activities mixed with digital learning.

In particular, read:

Top 5 Benefits of a Blended Learning Platform
https://blog.moodlearning.com/top-5-benefits-of-a-blended-learning-platform/
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2)

Micro-learning

A way of teaching and delivering content to learners in small, very specific bursts.

In particular, read:

Why Microlearning Is HUGE And How To Be A Part Of It
https://elearningindustry.com/why-microlearning-is-huge
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3)

Informal Learning

Informal learning is a pervasive ongoing phenomenon of learning via participation or learning
via knowledge creation, in contrast with the traditional view of teacher-centered learning via
knowledge acquisition. The term is often used interchangeably, however, with non-formal
learning, and self-directed learning.

In particular, read:

8 Benefits Of Informal Learning In The Workplace
https://elearningindustry.com/informal-learning-in-the-workplace-8-benefits
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Modern Strategies for Soft Skills Building

1.) Long term
2.) Low intensity
3.) High frequency
Note #1: "Humans learn complex behaviors by observation." Albert Bandura, Stanford
University

In particular, read:

The Complete Guide To Soft Skills Training
https://www.bizlibrary.com/article/what-are-soft-skills/
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Note #2: "Small but frequent prompts can have big influence in behavior "
Dr. Richard Thaler, Nobel Laureate

In particular, read:

IITTI's Reading Program agrees with
Nobel Prize Winner Richard Thaler's "Nudge Theory"
https://www.IITTI.org/details/mediaNews_NobelPrizeAgreesWithIITTI_Oct14_2018_en.htm

Assignment 1:
Find three vendors similar to BizLibrary that offer off-the-shelve soft skills training packages.
How do they differ? More importantly, what is the common theme among these products?
Assignment 2:
Compare these commercial off-the-shelve products to the non-profit IITTI Reading Program
(see example implementation at IITTI.org/DrJoyce).
Assignment 3:
Watch documentary "Predict My Future – The Science of Us".
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Case Study of Corporate Success Stories
Zappos: How soft skills affect the bottom line

Tony Hsieh, CEO of Zappos on branding through its people:
"We view our call center as a branding opportunity.
Every phone call is a branding opportunity."
Zappos is an online, Fortune 50 shoe shop. Founded in 1999, the company went from
US$1.6 million in sales in 2000 to US$1 billion in 2008. In 2009, it was the highest-ranking
newcomer in Fortune magazine's annual Best Companies to Work For list (see video at 7:42)
and later in the year was acquired by Amazon for more than US$1.2 billion.

Video: https://youtu.be/oYNssS_DCPo
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One reason for Zappos' success?
HSBC Global Connections wrote,

"Workers get seven weeks of training on company culture and
how to make customers happy..."
(reference: Jeff Beer, Canadian Business magazine, April 18th, 2012 HSBC Global
Connections)
Question to ask a company:
How many weeks does your company give to your new hires?
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How to Measure Soft Skills?
Background literature
1.) World Bank: Hard measurement of Soft Skills

With 1,567 recent graduates of universities, follow-up survey that took place 10 months after
the soft skill assessment suggests that this is capturing something that matters to employers.
Specifically:
10%, 14% higher employment for male, female in the top quartile vs. bottom quartile
30% more earning between top quartile vs. bottom quartile
http://blogs.worldbank.org/impactevaluations/hard-measurement-soft-skills
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2.) McDonald's: Soft skills worth £88bn to UK economy

Search term: "The Value of Soft Skills to the Economy"
http://www.personneltoday.com/hr/soft-skills-worth-88bn-to-uk-economy/
http://www.personneltoday.com/hr/graduate-recruitment-believe-technical-skills-enough/
http://www.bbc.com/news/education-30802474
http://www.forbes.com/sites/dinamedland/2015/03/30/quantifying-the-value-of-soft-skills
(Job-seekers say it is hard to quantify soft skills on CV, what would you recommend as a trainer?)
http://www.akonia.com/Blog/the_value_soft_skills_to_the_uk_economy
(UK company doing soft skill training)
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/business/news/mcdonalds-leads-campaign-to-highlight-theeconomic-value-of-soft-skills-9977135.html
(The campaign is also backed by the CBI, the National Youth Agency, LearnDirect and
Barclays)
http://www.mcdonalds.co.uk/ukhome/Aboutus/Newsroom/news_pages/Backing_Soft_Skills.html
http://www.hrmagazine.co.uk/article-details/soft-skills-worth-88-billion-to-the-economy-sayscampaign
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Future Employment Worldwide Trend
1.) PricewaterhouseCoopers

PwC Is Scrapping UCAS Points As Entry Criteria For Graduate Jobs
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2015/05/01/pwc-scrap-ucas-points-entry-criteria-graduatejobs_n_7189936.html

2.) Ernst & Young

EY removes Degree Classification From Entry Criteria As There’s ‘No Evidence’ University
Equals Success
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/2016/01/07/ernst-and-young-removes-degree-classification-entrycriteria_n_7932590.html
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3.) Google, Hilton, Apple, Starbucks, IBM
Google, Penguin Random House, Costco Wholesale, Whole Foods, Hilton Hotels, Publix
Supermarkets, Apple Computers, Starbucks Coffee, Nordstrom Department Stores, Home
Depot Hardware, IBM, Bank of America, Chipotle Mexican Food, and many others are joining
PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) and Ernst & Young (EY) in putting focus on soft skills rather
than a university degree to decide on who to hire.
https://www.cnbc.com/2018/08/16/15-companies-that-no-longer-require-employees-to-have-a-collegedegree.html

4.) Google research found soft skills more important than hard skills

Google's Project Oxygen shocked everyone by concluding that, among the most important qualities
of Google’s top employees, STEM expertise comes in dead last. The top characteristics of success at
Google are all soft skills: being a good coach; communicating and listening well; possessing insights
into others (including others different values and points of view); having empathy toward and being
supportive of one’s colleagues; and being a good critical thinker.
ISSTA Tutorial
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Subsequent Project Aristotle shows that the best teams at Google exhibit a range of soft skills: equality,
generosity, curiosity toward the ideas of your teammates, empathy, and emotional intelligence. And
topping the list: emotional safety. No bullying. To succeed, each and every team member must feel
confident speaking up and making mistakes. They must know they are being heard.
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/answer-sheet/wp/2017/12/20/the-surprising-thing-googlelearned-about-its-employees-and-what-it-means-for-todays-students/
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IITTI Exam Structure

Training Methodology
IITTI training has two sides which we call "blended learning": one is the face-to-face,
classroom training which leads to the online written exam. The other is the "Reading Program
& Activities", which is a training/testing all-in-one.
The idea is to deliver classroom training for easy-to-measure skills such as dining etiquette.
This allows you, as a trainer, to have "face time" with your students to build rapport and your
brand. For hard-to-teach topics such as empathy, resilience, patience, you will use the
Reading Program & Activities where we will use written articles as well as videos and other
approved activities as your lessons.
Experiences have shown that a blended learning yields the most effective result compared to
using either classroom or online learning alone. We call it:

1+1=3!
That is, 1 unit of classroom training + 1 unit of online learning = 3 units of success!
For the Reading Program and Activities, we use proven, modern strategies (long-term, lowintensity, frequent) as suggested by scientific research (e.g. Albert Bandura, Richard Thaler
as described above) for the most difficult soft skills, such as empathy, resilience, patience,
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which we call the "softest of the soft skills".

Secret Sauce
IITTI started out in 2014 by offering the Business "Level 1" online written exam. It grew from
zero to 15 countries in 3 years. Our markets are mainly in South America and S.E. Asia.
How can we grow so fast? The "secret sauce" is because we are:

Open-Standard, Open-Source
Open-Standard means any trainers can get a copy of this document and follow this standard.
That is, this standard is open to anybody.
Open-Source means trainers can copy-and-paste (and/or modify) this document to their liking
for their own needs. No questions asked! And it is free-of-charge! That is, it has no royalty
charges.
(Trainers can follow the IITTI standards for free in their training program without licensing fee.
For written exams, trainers can help students buy "exam passes" before an exam. For
Reading Program & Activities, for students who want to earn World Civility Index points, they
have to buy "reading tickets" online. For details on revenue-sharing with trainers, see
Appendix C.)
To learn more about what exactly are Business Level 1,2,3, read the Image Consultant
Manual on the IITTI website.
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IITTI Product List

Marketing Strategies
Business Level 1, 2, 3
Why did we started out with the business category? Because this satisfies the most urgent
need of people, namely:
Jobs! Jobs! Jobs!
That is, job-seekers (particularly university students) have the most urgent need to get soft
skills training in order to distinguish themselves from their competition. The driver (ie
motivational driving force) for university students are the human resources (HRs) of
companies; if HRs say they prefer job-applicants with IITTI credentials, then university
students will be more than eager to get IITTI training. So the first step is to make aware of the
IITTI Standard to HRs in your market, and eventually sell training to university students.
Once you have HRs being more aware of IITTI Standard, your next step in getting to
university students are educating career counselors and student clubs at various universities.
These counselors and clubs will listen to you once they hear that you have company HRs
giving preference to job-applicants with IITTI's World Civility Index credentials.

Here are the marketing steps:
1.) Set up 'Lunch & Learn' seminars for company HRs. You position yourself as the expert
with something game-changing to offer, which is the IITTI Standard. You educate them that
they no longer have to suffer from empty claims from job-applicants on CVs about how good
their communication skills are and what a great team-player they are. Now HRs can
specifically ask for solid proofs and give preference to those job-applicants with IITTI's World
Civility Index credentials.
Zero costs for company, better quality new hires!
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2.) Set up 'Lunch & Learn' seminars for university career counselors and student club leaders.
Using concrete HR examples from your previous HR seminars who are aware of IITTI,
educate the counselors and student leaders about the advantage for their students being able
to show soft skills credentials via the IITTI World Civility Index.
3.) Jack pot! Set up training workshops for (paying) university students! Show them the
proper dress code, the handshakes, the dining etiquette. Encourage them to write the IITTI
Business Level 1 exam and earn World Civility Index points. And at the same time, introduce
them to also earn World Civility Index points via the IITTI Reading Program through your
specific IITTI link. For example:
IITTI.org/DrJoyce
where 'DrJoyce' is the trainer's brand in this example.
How do you get your specific IITTI link for Reading Program? Talk to Patrick Chun, Executive
Director of IITTI. You will get a custom-made, unique, specific link just for your training
company. For IITTI to create this special link for you, you will need to provide your company
logo, link to your company website and brand name (at the minimum, your brand name).
Every time a student pay for Reading Program through your link to spend it on reading
articles, you will get pay for that. (For details on revenue-sharing, see Appendix C.)
Yes, it is that easy!
Are company employees and corporate training a good market? Not really! Unlike many
hard skills topics, you will find most companies to be reluctant to train their employees on soft
skills because it is such a long-term endeavor. Companies much rather spend their training
budget on "more urgent" needs such as sales and marketing training. The other resistance is
from the employees themselves; they don't see any urgent need to prove that they have the
soft skills. After all, they got the job already! So don't fight they mentality!
Your resources are limited. Your time is best spent in focusing on university students because
they have the urgent need to show they have the soft skills credentials; they are your real,
paying customers, especially for the Reading Program where you can generate long-term,
passive income.
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Your best targets are:
HR associations – for advocacy, build awareness
University student clubs – students are your paying customers
Head-hunters, job sites – as sales partners
Website structure: Note there are a few special links you should know about:
www.IITTI.org/123

for HR

www.IITTI.org/456

for trainers

www.IITTI.org/789

for job-seekers

www.IITTI.org/888

introducing IITTI Reading Program

Assignment:
In 50 words or less, persuade HR that they should listen to your upcoming free "lunch and learn".
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Citizens of the World
Citizens of the World is designed for tourists, and the targets are hotels, restaurants and
travel agents where they would pay you to train their customers to best use their services.
(This is somewhat similar to high-end sports cars such as Porsche, Ferrari, BMW training
their best customers in driving their cars.)
(This is a new standard and the marketing is not well-developed. It is included here for future
heads-up.)

Youth
Youth is designed for elementary and high school students. These students have the time to
learn soft skills properly, but unfortunately, you may run into resistance from school
management who would make excuses to not use your services. No worries! The
motivational driving forces here are the parents; talk to parent groups, especially international
schools' parents. They are the source of demand.
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ISSTA Structure

Website at: www.ISSTA.ca (International)
www.ISSTA.cn (China)
History: At the beginning of 2018, the IITTI board of directors agreed on sanctioning an
independent entity called ISSTA (International Soft Skills Training Accreditation) for licensing
of IITTI Trainers, starting in Greater China (Hong Kong, Macau, Taiwan, mainland China).
At the beginning of 2019, the ISSTA mandate was expanded to Malaysia, Thailand, and the
Philippines.
In other words, ISSTA is an IITTI-sanctioned, independent IITTI-Trainer-licensing international
non-profit headquartered in Vancouver, Canada. Like IITTI, it is an international body, not just
a Canadian one, as it is the contribution from many soft skills experts from many countries
that allowed it to be formed.
Other regions still maintain the previous policy where no licensing is needed. That is, outside
of Greater China, Malaysia, Thailand, and the Philippines, anybody can deliver an "IITTI
training program". Read more at 'Short FAQs' under 'Trainers' area
(https://www.IITTI.org/trainers/FAQs_forTrainers_en.htm#associateship)
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Orange Consortium

Orange Consortium (formerly called Modestum Consortium) is a commercial, training
company form by IITTI Trainers banding together in order to capture the university student
market where there is an urgent need to find a job. A single consulting company could be too
small to fulfill big account from even a single university where there could be 10,000 students,
but together with a number of small consulting companies all training towards a single IITTI
standard, universities would find this credible and doable.
The ambition is to eventually build a soft skills consulting company similar to
PriceWaterhouseCoopers (PwC), Ernst & Young (E&Y), Deloitte, or KPMG.
The benefit of joining the Consortium is that there could be opportunities to be a part of large
training projects.
Detail at: www.OrangeConsortium.com
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Benefits for Employers, Job-Seekers, Trainers
Employers
IITTI World Civility Index is a free-of-charge service for employers.
Human resource managers (HRs) can use the World Civility Index as their internal soft skills
measurement metric for hiring, performance evaluations, and promotions.
By asking for the World Civility Index in job ads, a company immediately can find outstanding
job-applicants who have the vision in seeing the importance of soft skills, the motivation and
patience to earn World Civility Index points on a long-term basis. On a more fundamental
level, it shows leadership. These are qualities that are hard to fake and are readily captured
under the World Civility Index long-term measuring system.
Other benefits:
The Index proves superior to other proprietary assessment products as the Index is an opensource (free-of-charge), open-standard (free to scrutinize and modify) from an NGO. There is
no more "vendor lock in" where the company must buy from the same vendor, but instead,
can now choose from multiple vendors based on the same IITTI open-standard.
Furthermore, adopting an open-standard means a company no longer needs to spend
valuable resources in defining their own internal specifications; all that heavy-lifting has
already been done by IITTI...and is totally transparent. A company can pick and choose parts
of the standard or even modifying it freely. Now even SMEs (Small, Medium Sized
Enterprises) can improve corporate culture simply by asking job applicants to have the Index.
As IITTI is part of the United Nations Sustainable Development, you can proudly advertise
that your company is contributing to the global effort in the advancement of soft skills in the
workplace.

Job-Seekers
IITTI 'World Civility Index' is an international soft skills measuring system. These include
business etiquette, empathy and intercultural awareness. Anyone can earn points through
exams, reading and seminars.
What can this do for you as a job-seeker?
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University degree is no longer enough! Many employers such as Google, Apple, Starbucks
are requiring job applicants to have proof of excellent soft skills, and they are turning to the
IITTI 'World Civility Index'.
But of course, it is a big world, some employers may say they have never heard of IITTI World
Civility Index. It actually creates an excellent opportunity for you to give a leadership
impression when explaining to the employer about the Index. This makes you look good and
stand out from the competition. Employers are generally impressed when a job-applicant can
come in and show the employer something they didn't know!
Having World Civility Index points shows that you have the vision in seeing the importance of
soft skills, the motivation, and the patience to earn World Civility Index points on a long-term
basis. These are qualities that are hard to fake and are readily captured under the World
Civility Index -- qualities that are hard to show elsewhere, and are intensely sought after by
employers.

Trainers
As trainers, you can use the Index as an independent, unbiased measurement of your
students rather than your home-grown 'certificate of participation', which has very little
meaning in the job market. It is not so much that your quality is not good, it is just that
employers can't really assess each training company's curriculum or quality. By adopting
IITTI international standard, you have essentially raised your professionalism in the eyes of
your clients because it is no longer how good you say you are, but now independently
validated by IITTI.
As a trainer, how do I use IITTI?
1.) IITTI Reading Program & Activities
The easiest first step is to apply to have World Civility Index to be granted to your audience at your
webinars, workshops, classes. This is done via QR codes.
At the same time, you can apply to have your own special link that you can share with your followers
on social media, your website and even at your seminars and workshops. You can take a look at how
IITTI is collaborating with Dr. Joyce Knudsen (her special link is IITTI.org/DrJoyce).
2.) IITTI Exam
Offer this to your students by first giving them the training and then guide them to take the independent
IITTI online exams. (This requires you to be a Licensed IITTI Trainer in certain countries.)
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Appendix A Famous Quotes
"Humans learn complex behaviors by observation."
Albert Bandura, Stanford University
ref: https://www.IITTI.org/456

(That's why IITTI Reading Program has videos.)
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"Small but frequent prompts can have big influence in behavior "
Dr. Richard Thaler, Nobel Laureate
ref: https://www.IITTI.org/details/mediaNews_NobelPrizeAgreesWithIITTI_Oct14_2018_en.htm

(That's why IITTI Reading Program are daily lessons.)
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"Soft Skills training is like going to the gym; you won't see results after
one day...but you will see results!"
Simon Sinek
ref: https://www.IITTI.org/goingToGym_en.htm

(That's why IITTI Reading Program needs to be long-term.)
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"Just by the fact of having people thinking about it would improve
morality"
Dan Ariely
ref: https://www.IITTI.org/bestPractice_en.htm

(That's what IITTI Reading Program does – a constant reminder.)
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"The best way to promote yourself is to talk about a cause that is bigger
than yourself"
Adam Galinsky
ref: https://www.IITTI.org/trainers/good_for_you_en.htm

(That's why trainers should promote IITTI – it makes you look good!)
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Appendix B Reading Program & Activities

Every article and activity (seminar, workshop, class, etc.) is given a QR code. Subscribers
buy "reading tickets" online on PayPal. The Reading Program is available on first page of
www.IITTI.org. Go try it out!
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Appendix C Revenue-Sharing
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IITTI Reading Program
IITTI Reading Program is a "co-op" where trainers help out trainers. By all trainers promoting
the common pool of articles, there is a "network effect" so the end result is better than if you
promote just your own writing alone. You grow from weak to strong marketing.
As mentioned previously, you need to get a special link such as:
IITTI.org/DrJoyce
where you can show at the end of a lecture, or post on social media posts, website and blog.
This is your permanent link that you can take with you anywhere you go in the world. Get
your special link from headquarters by contacting Patrick Chun, executive director
(pchun@IITTI.org).

IITTI Activities
IITTI Activities can be your seminars, workshops, classes, lectures at universities, field trips,
etc. You can obtain QR codes for these activities so your audience can scan and earn World
Civility Index points.
Example: JCHR delivering a seminar at Macau University, Feb24,2021.
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A sample message:
When you join my seminar, you can earn 'World Civility Index' points. This Index is a standardized
measurement on soft skills and is a part of the United Nations Sustainable Development promoting
meaningful employment. Human resource managers (HRs) of many companies are increasingly using
this Index to measure a job-seeker's soft skills in areas such as business etiquette, empathy and
intercultural awareness.
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Appendix D Design Thinking
Besides helping recruitment, a more important use of IITTI is helping companies:

innovate
How To Be More Innovative: Empathy and Design Think
One of the soft skills IITTI focuses on is empathy. The latest scientific finding is that empathy
is critically linked to a company's productivity and innovation. Bottom line: unless employers
have empathy, they cannot create better products and services.
Details:
The latest buzzword in corporate innovation is called "design thinking". There are three main
ideas behind this:
Idea 1: employees must be empathetic in order to know what new products and
services to create.
Idea 2: employees must have initiatives to take action and build prototypes.
Idea 3: employees must be allowed to fail in order to learn.
The opportunity for IITTI Trainers is that with high demand for employees with design thinking
culture, there are very few training companies in training empathy, initiatives and resilience.
But that is changed now with IITTI Reading Program & Activities, which is a long-term, proven
way to cultivate these soft skills.
https://hbr.org/2015/09/design-thinking-comes-of-age
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